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Abstract. The �nite extinction time phenomenon (the solution reaches
an equilibrium after a �nite time) is peculiar to certain nonlinear prob-
lems which solutions exhibit an asymptotic behavior entirely di�erent
from the typical behavior of solutions of linear problems. The main goal
of this work is to extend many of the results in the literature to the case
in which the ordinaty time derivative is replaced by a fractional di�er-
entiation. Several concrete examples of quasilinear fractuiional partial
di�erential equations are presented. The results can be also applied in
the framework of suitable nonlinear Volterra integrodi�erential equa-
tions

1. Extended abstract

The main goal of this work is to extend many of the results in the literature
on the �nite time extinction phenomenon to the case in which the ordinary
time derivative is replaced by a fractional di�erentiation. In order to �x
ideas, let 
 � RN , N � 1, be a general open set, let Q1 = 
 � (0;+1),
�1 = @
 � (0;+1); and consider a fractional evolution boundary value
problem formulated as

8<:
@�u
@t� +Au = f (x ; t) in Q1;

Bu = g(x; t) on �1;
u(x; 0) = u0(x) on 
:

(1)

Here, � 2 (0; 1] (although some remarks will be devoted to some � 2 (1; 2)),
Au denotes a nonlinear operator (usually in terms of u and the partial dif-
ferentials of u), Bu denotes a boundary operator and the data f (x ; t); g(x ; t)
and u0(x) are given functions. For simplicity, we are assuming that A and
B are autonomous operators, i.e. without time depending coe�cients, nev-
ertheless our treatment will allow the case of systems of equations (where
u(x; t) = u(x; t) 2 Rm with m > 1).
In the study of the stabilization of solutions, as t ! +1, it is usually

assumed that

f (x ; t)! f1(x ) and g(x; t)! g1(x) as t! +1;
1
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in some functional spaces and the main task is to prove that

u(x; t)! u1(x); as t! +1;
in some topology of a suitable functional space, with u1(x) solution of�

Au1 = f1(x ) in 
;
Bu1 = g1(x) on @
:

(2)

Here we are interested in a stronger property. We start by assuming that

f (x ; t) = 0 for any t � Tf ,
g(x; t) = 0 for any t � Tg .

(3)

for some We arrive to the following natural phenomenon of the extinction
in �nite time:

De�nition 1. Let u be a solution of the evolution boundary value problem
(1). We will say that u(x; t) possesses the property of extinction in a �nite
time if there exists t� <1 such that

u(x; t) � 0; on 
; for any t � t�:

Although some of our results can be formulated in an abstract framework
involving suitable (possibly) multivalued operators�

d�u
dt� (t) +Au(t) 3 f(t) in X;

u(0) = u0;

with X a Banach space, here we shall present here only a family of general
problems, arising in many contexts (as e.g. the study of the nonlinear heat
equation with absorption)

(P)

8<:
@�

@t�

�
u juj�1

�
� div

�
jrujp�2ru

�
+ juj��1 u = f in Q :=
� (0;+1);

u = 0 on
P
T = �� (0;+1):

u(x; 0) = u0(x) in 
:

where 
 � RN is a bounded of boundary �,  > 0, � > 0, 1 < p < 1;
� � 0. In the rest of the paper we shall assume that

there existsT0 � 0 such that f(t; :) = 0; if t > T0:
The existence of solutions is a particular case of the abstract results on

Volterra intregro-di�erential equations with accretive operators (see [2] and
its long list of references which seems to be started in 1963 with the paper
by A. Friedman [10]).
Remark. It seems that the application of the very �ne techniques of non-

linear operators on Banach spaces to the case of nonlinear fractional partial
di�erential equations was not advertised enough in an important amount of
books (excellent from other point of views) on fractional di�erential equa-
tions (see e.g. the book by Kilbas, Srivastava and Trujillo [11] containing
928 references).
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We prove that under suitable conditions, the \solution" (notion to be
made precise) satisfy an integral energy inequality leading to the extinction
in a �nite time of the function
Theorem. Let u 2 L1loc(T0;+1 : W 1;p

0 (
)) for some p > 1 such that 9
; k; c > 0; � � 0; � > k�1 for which juj+k ; juj�+k ; jDujp jujk�1 2208L1loc(T0;+221e :
L1(3a9))and fort2 (T0;+1); where y(t)=

R

 juj

+kdx:AssumethatorandletThenthereexistsaTe 2
(T0;+1) such that u(t; :) � 0 in 
 8t � Te:

Some relevant choices of the parameters , p, � which provide the ful�ll-
ment of the above conditions are: p = 2,  = 1 and � < 1; � = 1, p = 2 and
 > 1; � = 1,  = 1and p < 2.
One ingredient of the proof uses several technical results dealing with the

spatial partial di�erential operator which were previously obtained by some
energy methods in [?]
The second ingredient concerns the treatment of the fractional time de-

rivative. We prove that under suitable conditions we have that�
@�

@t�
(juj�1 u); jujk�1 u

�
� C

Z T

0

�
d

dt

Z


ju(t; :)j+k dx

�
dt (4)

for some C > 0:
Remark. This formula was, initially justi�ed in a pioneering paper by

J.L. Lions [12], for the special case of the ordinary time di�erentiation and
 = k = 1 and later extended by many other authors to other cases of
 and k but always for the ordinary time di�erentiation). Which is more
extraordinary is that this formula is true in the fractional case for some
� 2 (1; 2). We also point out that (4) allows to conclude the monotonicity (or
accretiveness) of the fractional di�erentiation operator in a more direct way
that other proofs in the literature (which seems are due to Clement-Nohel,
Gripenberg and Clement-Pruss by means of more sophisticated arguments).
PONER LOS DETALLES DE ESAS REFERENCIAS
Here we shall prove (4) only for the case  = k = 1:The more general

situation will be given in [8].
Poner ahora las cuentas de Teresa (pidiendo decreciente y convexo) y lo

de las hojas de mi variante del dia 12.
Poner tambien las experiencias num�ericas del manuscrito enviado por

Teresa en agosto

An idea of the rest of the proof of Theorem 1.
PONER AQUI LAS NOTAS DE TERESA DEL 2003 QUE SE APLICAN

A LA ODEFRACCIONARIA SATISFECHA POR y(t)=
R

 juj

2dx:
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